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LUNEBERG LENS ANTENNA - TESTING FOR ECM APPLICATION
Appropriate receiving and display techniques permit

usa of lens in direction-finding system
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EACH TRANSMITTAL OF THIS DOCUMENT OUTSIDE THE
AGENCIES OF THE U. S. GOVERNMENT MUST HAVE PRIOR
APPROVAL OF NELC..



Investigate the Luneberg lens for use as an X-band antenna capable of providing

instantaneous reception and accurate direction-fmding (DF) over 3600 azimuth. More
specifically, conduct the investigation as follows:

1., Design a practical feed horn for use with the lens.

2. Optimize the lens for high-signal transmissibility.

3. Optimize the lens feed-horn system to obtain high gain, narrow beamwidths,
low sidelobes, and acceptance of multiple polarizations.

4. Develop an applicable receiving technique to test the feasibility of using the
lens in a DF system and determine the merits of such a system.

5. Theoretically, consider a specific DF-system configuration which can be
used to meet Fleet needs.

RESULTS

1. Armstrong Cork developed the 44- and 18-inch Luneberg lens antennas for
NELC w th characteristics suitable for a multibeam, common-aperture direction finder

at X-band.

2. The gain and beamshaping properties of the 18-inch Luneberg and 24-inch

constant-K lenses are comparable to those of the 44-inch Luneberg lens. Tests also
showed both lenses can be optimized to receive all polarizations.

3. The optimum feed-horn array was determined to be one which optimized the
lens' response to all polarizations and permitted close spacing of the beam centers.*

The lens was found to transmit either vertical or horizontal polarization;
however, the NELC-designed E-plane sectoral feed horn degraded the

cross-polarizing component.

Canting the NELC horn at 450 still left it susceptible to degradation by the
reverse 450 polarization.

Pattern measurements with a spiral (small cavity-backed) feed horn indicated
satisfactory response to vertical, horizontal, and 450 polarization modes.

* Maximum spacing is dictated by the desired DFaccuracy, while mimmum spacing is a fi4nction of

of the physwal size of the feed horn and circumference of the lens. DF accuracy is greatest at
,mmmum spacing.



4. A four-channel DF receiver was built to test the operation of the Luneberg lens.
Four crystal-video channels, logic-thresholding techniques, and a cathode-ray tube (CRT)
display were used to determine signal bearing on a pulse-by-pulse basis. Controlled tests

conducted at 9 GHz, showed breadboard sensitivities of -55 to -57 dBm and bearing
errors of about ± 4.50 over an azimuth sector of 270. Because four E-plane sectoral feeds
(canted at 450 on 9P centers around the lens) were used, the source for the tests was set
for vertical polarization.

5. Techniques and performance predictions for U practical DF system involving
the Luneberg lens were evolved.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Use a properly shielded Luneberg lens to generate the response patterns of
beams which lie at the periphery of the 120°-azimuth coverage of a single lens.

2. Generate multibeam patterns for the constant-K lens. (Space feed horns 50- 90

apart.)

3. Implement and evaluate a direction finder using a single Luneberg lens with
E-plane sectoral feeds and an omniantenna for sidelobe suppression.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

This investigation was performed under SF 11.151.001, Task 09251 (NELC G203), by
members of the EM Surveillance and Countermeasures Division from March 1967 to
April 1968. Contractual efforts with Emerson and Cuming Inc., and Armstrong Cork
Company covered March to June 1965 and May 1966 to January 1968, respectively.
The report was approved for publication 1 April 1969.
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ITRODUCTION

Development of the Luneberg lens was conceived principally as an antenna develop-
ment, aimed at increasing the gain, narrowing the beamwidth, and reducing the sidelobes
of the lens to levels that are comparatively better than those furnished by other micro-

wave-ECM antennas. Once achieved, these improved characteristics, along with the multi-
beam capability of the lens, were to be optimized and explored for DF-system applica-
tions. A constant-K lens was also designed for comparative purposes and evaluated as
part of the subject task. These studies and tests are discussed in this report.

In addition, several efforts - project SHORTSTOP, ALQ-78, aihd NELC's passive
EW-receiving system - are underway which, if successful, will alleviate some problems of

low intercept probability and poor DF accuracy in microwave systems. Another approach

involves combining the Luneberg (or constant-K) lens with Me instantaneous frequency

measurement (IFM) receiver to permit simultaneous wide-open surveillance in frequency
and azimuth.

THEORY

Luneherg Lens

The dielectric Luneberg lens is capable of focusing an incident plane wave at a
point on its opposite surface (fig. 1)., This capability is caused by a gradation of the
index of refraction, 7, as a function of radius; this is usually according to the relation-
ship:

WHAT IS IT? THE LUNEBERG LENS IS A DIELECTRIC LENS WHOSE FOCUSING
PROPERTIES TO A PLANE WAVE ARE ACHIEVED BY A SMOOTH GRADATION
OF THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (K) FROM ONE AT THE LENS' SURFACE TO
TWO AT THE CENTER. TO ACHIEVE THE SMOOTH GRADAIIONOF THE
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT, LENSES ARE CONSTRUCTED BY A SPECIAL M!XING
AND BLENDING PROCESS IN LIEU OF THE FORMER PROCESS OF BONDING
CONCENTRIC, DIELECTRIC SHELLS.

K = 2-- WHERE R LENS RADIAL LENGTH
R

n =IK ',r WHERE n INDEX OF REFRACTION
VV R

ANDr ANY LENGTH MEASURED FROMCENTI!R
Figure 1. Luneberg hens desciptio.



where K is die dielectric constant at the center of the kIms. R. the radius of ;he lens: and

r. the variation in R from the cente- I

This is based on the reltionship

1)C
F

where

r =%/ -,, (0 2:.UO)

Thus

where K is the relative dielectric constant: . the permeability: and.r, the permittivity of

the medium. According to equation (!). Kr for the Luneberg antenna equals K - (-')

where K = 2.

For a lens of p,,actical importance, the focus for incioent plane waves must lie out-

side th.- surface of the lens. Solutions for this special case2 show that the maximum 17

(center-of-lens value) must be less than .,rK or%5 The exact reduction from .f2 is

directly proportional to the focal length external to the lens.

Figure 2 shows a cylindrical lens with an incident plane wave. Rays from the

plane wave are drawn through the lens and curved to illustrate external focusing of the

rays on the opposite side of the lens. A study of the center and outer rays shows that

while the outer rays must travel a greater path length to reach the focal point, they,

theoretically, arr:ve at the focal point in phase with the center ray because of their

faster velocity, This is because the point-by-point iq for the path of the outer rays is

lower than that for the center ray. Also, because of inabiliky to smoothly grade the

dielectric constant of the lens as required by formula, some divergence from the

theoretical may be expected, resulting in phase errors at a given focus.

ISuprerrpt numbers denote references Istcd at the end of this report.



NOTE
FOCAL POINT IS EXTERNAL

TO THE LENS .PLANE WAVE FRONT

PLAN VIEW

Figure 2. Ray focusing at feed horn.

Constant-K Lens

The constant-K lens differs from the Luneberg in that it is made from homgeneous
material having a uniform dielectric constant.* Functionally, however, it is similar to the
Luneberg since it focuses the rays of the incident plane waves on its opposite surface. In
addition, the outer rays travel a longer path length than do the rays nearer the center.
(Since the outer rays see the same K and travel at the same speed - over different path
lengths - as 'he other rays nearer the center, phase aberrations at the focal point of the
lens are common.)

Constant-K lenses are usually restricted ii diameter to limit path-length differences
across the aperture so phase aberrations are reduced. Cheston and Luoma 3 have shown
that aberrations can also be reduced by properly choosing the dielectric constant of tile
lens material. They conclude that 172 (typically chosen at 4) should be reduced below 3.5
to ensure external focusing and limit higher order aberrations.

*P.or thits reason, it is easier to manufacture than the Luneberg lens
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The thick lens formula, relating the index of refraction and focal length, is as

follows:

R= 17
R 12(1-l)

wl.ere R' is the focal radius measured from the center of the lens along the radial of
interest, and R is the radius of the lens. The empirical formula,

R' I K

R 2 K-1

has been found to be more useful.3 This formula considers that the optimum dielectric
constant for a surface focus lens is 3.5 and that K should be reduced below 3 5 to obtain
focusing external to the lens. (The Luneberg and constant-K lenses in this program were
focused externally.)

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

Luneberg Lens

Construction of Luneberg lenses has been attempted by a numoer o" ;.:2thods, ech
intended to smoothly grade the dielectric constant of the lens materia; from 1 at the

surface to less than (2) at the center. One method is a stepwise approximation 4 in which
a number of uniform spherical shells, mdde of dielectric foam and varying slightly in
dielectric constant, are bonded concentrically to approximate the required spherical

gradation of K (fig. 3). The density of the dielectric foam determines K and is control-
lb'le during processing to a tolerance of 0.02 for K's between I and 2. (Cylindrical 2-D
lenses are formed by cutting diametric sections from the spheres constructed in the above

process.)

This type of construction is typical of that used by Emerson and Cuming Inc.,
Canton, Mass. Theoretically, with an infinite number of shells, the required gradation of

K can be achieved smoothly, however, since the number of shells is finite, typically
between 10 and 35, this does not result Therefore, these lenses are not as efficient as

projected in theory due to reflections and defocusing by the shell boundaries. Neverthe-
less, lenses of this construction are widely used, especially as passive refectors.

A second construction method, developed more recently by the Armstrong Cork
Company, utilizes a blend of low density polystyrene foam and small aluminum slivers.
The two materials are mixed to achieve an isotropic gradation of K (from I at the surface

to less than (2) at the center) in cylindrical forua. Slices are cut from the variable-idex

cylinder to fabricate 2-D lenses of the desned height, or cylindrical wedges are faslio:;ed

for use in the constniction of spherical Luneberg lenses.

10



Figure3 Hemispherical half-shell construction of stepped-index luneberg lens.

While this approach seemingly approximates the Luneberg requirement more closely
than the shell approach, it, too, is not completely loss-free because of dielectric-material

losses and scatter losses by the aluminum slivers. Armstrong utilizes 50 and 90 mil slivers
at X-band in an attempt to gain uniformity (isotropy) and reduce scatter losses.

Constant-K Lens
A 24-inch constant-K cylindrical lens was constructed from a plastic material

(Rexolite 1422)* having a dielectric constant of 2.53. The plastic was carefully machined
into a 24-inch cylindrical slice and mounted between conducting plates.

Both the Luneberg and constant-K cylindrical lenses were sandwiched between
conducting plates (fig. 4). These plates purposely restrict the vertical-surveillance angle
and provide a support for the lens material. A thin plastic radome is deposited over the
entire structure for weatherproofing. Systems using either a Luneberg or constant-K lens

will require at least three lenses for unobstructed surveillance over 3600. This is depicted

in figures 5 and 6 for mast-top or around-the-mast mounting.

The vertical stacking of lenses as shown in figure 5 may also lend itself to simul-

taneous surveillance of several different frequency bands (with lenses and feeds designed

for different frequency bands) Three such -tacks would be required to obtain full

surveillance over 3600.

* Sold by Brand Rex Company. Division American I'NKA CORPORA rION. illimantic, Connecticut

06224
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CYLINDRICAL, DIELECTRIC SLICE BETWEEN CONDUCTING PLATES
FOR 2-D COVERAGE; i.e., 360' AZIMUTH AND .. 30 VERTICAL

-A21/2 *.- 18 IN. -2/
I N. l(DIELECTRIC) IN.

2 3/8 IN.

METAL CONDUCTINGFEED HONEPAEPLATES
SEC TO RAL

MOUNED A 450MOUNTING STUB

SIDE VIEW

Figure 4. Luneberg lens configuration.
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SIDE VIEW AZIMUTH COVERAGE

LENS I 00 -120 0 (SECTOR A)

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 3PACE

219 IN. LEN 0I1O - 2400 (SECTOR B)

ILENS 111 2400 -360
0 (SECTOR C)

UMOUNTING
STU B

NOTE.- HORNS ON
EACH LENS ARE SPACED

TOP VIEW 80 -120 APART AND
SHIELDED FROM REAR

Fgri Alast top)-flioufliting eotijigu rationt
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LENS I AZIMUTH COVERAGE

LENSI LENS,1, LENS III

LENS 11 OO 120o 120o 240o 240o 360o

MU N NOTE:
BRACKET LHORNS FOR EACH LENS ARE

SPACED 80 - 120 APART AND

SHIELDED FROM REAR

TOP VIEW

Figure 6 Around.mast.nouanatg configuration.

Developmental Contracts
In 1965, NELC began to consider the Luneberg lens for use as a simple, multibeam

array which could provide instantaneous wide-open reception and bearing in ECM
applications. It was hoped that the lens would provide sufficient gain to avoid the need.
for radio frequency (rf) preamplifiers. A survey at that time did not reveal a source with
a lens suitable for purchase. Hence, NELC contracted for a specially built lens with the

following specifications:

1. Absolute gain 23 dB minimum acros the hand

2. Sidelobes. First sidelobes to he 20 dB or more below the

main beam

3. Vertical beamwidth. 300 (preferred range 24° - 350)

4. Horizontal beamwidth: 30 ± 5 percent at low end of band (7 5 GHi)

5. Frequency range: 7 5 - 10 5 Giz

14



Initial contract efforts were with Emerson and Cuming. The contract, N 123 (953)
52715A, required the design, building, and delivery of the lens in 6 months. The 36-inch

cylindrical 2-D lens, using stepped-refraction index construction, was obtained and
tested at NELC near the end of 1965. The lens proved to be unsatisfactory, mainly

because its sidelobes were excessively high. (At 8 and 12 GHz, sidelobes were unequal
and often less than 10 dB below the main beam.) For this reason, the 36-inch lens was
not considered for further testing. NELC then procured another leas. contract
123-5-56825A was let with Armstrong Cork Company of Lancaster, Pennsylvania, for a
44-inch lens using a smooth, continuously-variable index of refraction construction.

Tests during 1967 with the trial 44-inch lens, and an 18-inch lens also purchased from
Armstrong, were satisfactory, although not entirely up to contract specifications.

FEED HORNS

An integral part of the lens system is the feed horn which collects energy focused
by the lens. It also exerts some influence on overall response because of its beam pattern

and radial positiot relative to the focus of the lens. NELC used three different feed

horns during its testing program - cavity-backed spirals, E-plane sectoral horns (figs. 7-8),

and a Narda type 640 standard-gain horn.
During testing of the 44-inch lens, the type 640 and E-plane sectoral horns were

used, usually with one horn connected to the lens. During system testing of the 18-inch
lens as many as seven feed horns were connected (fig. 9). Tests with a spiral feed were
also made on the 18-inch lens with one spiral at a time connected to the lens.

0.390 " . . . 0.390 0 .39

B THICKNESS OF LENS MINUS 1/8 IN.
B 1 I3/4 IN.

B- = 11/2 IN.

Figure 7. Feed.horn beom.tapering lens (teflon-dteectrc loading)
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TYPE N OUTPUT
CONNECTOR

SOFTSSOLDER

TAPERED RIDGE, TOP FEMALE PIN
WAVEGUlDE BODY iEDPU

END PLUG

HO RN SO FT SO LD ER;; ' ...

END PLUG

CENTER CONDUCTOR BASE

Figure 8. X-band antenna feed.horn as,, Ay

The cavity-backed spirals, Model ASN 1226A, were budt by American lectronic
Laboratory (AEL), Pennsylvania Patterns of response of the spiral at 9 GHz are shown
in figure 10. Similarly, figure 11 shows the 10-Gitz response of the E-plane sectoral
feeds The E-plane sectoral horns were designed and built, in-house, by the NELC

model range personnel specifically for the Luneberg project. (This was also the basic
feed used by Armstrong Cork in optimz-ing and evaluating its lens development j
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Figure 9. Luneberg 18-inch lens showing sev'en feed horns mounted for testing.
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Figure 10. Azimuth pattern at 9 GHz (AEL spiral ASN 1226A).
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OPTIMIZED PATERNS

C *a"tive Azimuth ad Elevatiu Responses

Figure 12 hows the ]O-GHz azimuth responses of the 44- and 18-inch lenses. Both
lenses used vertkay-polarized E-plane sectoral feeds placed at optimum focal points.

The total gins and beamwidths of the lenses are observed ':o be within 2 dB, while
the first si4e!etes of the 18-inch lens are approximateiy 6 dB further down. Comparatively,
the 18-inch lens exhibits a better azimuth response.

Figure 13 shows the responses of the lenses elevated 150 above boresight., Both
show a reduction in total gain of about 3 dB and a change in sidelobes; neither change is

serious. The 18-inch lens is observed to exhibit less change in the balance of its first
sidelobes with elevation. Elevation patterns of the -wo lenses are similar and help explain
the near-equal reduction in total gain for t&, e given elevation (fig. 14),

Figure 15 permits a comparative study of the azimuth response of the 18-inch lens

at three frequencies. (Figure 16 gives a similar study for the 44-inch lens.) These patterns
when compared to those at 10 GHz, indicate the adequacy of the lenses' response over the
frequency band of interest.

A. 44-IN. LENS B. 18-IN. LENS0
TOTAL GAIN, z 25.9 dB TOTAL GAIN.,

_ 24.0 dB

_ 30 BW - 4.00 BW

16 dB GAIN

10- LEVEL AT
STANDARD GAIN 10.0 GHz
- HORN 16dB

cc @ 10 GHz
0 -14.2 dB DOWN-

LU 2 0  -
-tF-

21 dB IOWN

--
30-

40 I0 0 0 0 0 0
60 30 0 30 60 60 300 0 300 600

Figure 12. Sectoral feed and source vertically polarized for J O-GfIz azimuth pattern. at 0 clevation.
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A. 444IN. LENS
OL 0B. WSIN. LENS

TOTAL GAIN: TOTAL GAIN:

242Z.2 dB 20.8 dB

30 BW Z 60BW

STANDARD GAIN 10- 1&.0dB LEVEL
HORN 16 dB

0:r
30- 0

9L 2-

w a
Ir w

2300

40 

-1 061L

660 300 f' 300 640 600 30)0 00 300 O

Figure 13. Sectoral feed and source vertically polarized for 1O-GHz azimuth patterns at 15* elevation.

0 1 1 11
3 dB BW
LEVEL-

o10 2.
cc 18-1N. LENS

w 44-I1N.
> LENS

j20

-60 30 0 600 90

Figure 14. Sectoral feed and source vertically polarized for IO-GHz elevation pattern at 00 azimuth
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C. 11.5-GHz AZIMUTH PATTERN
0

TOTAL GAIN., 24.6 dB

Se BW

STANDARD GAIN
10 LEVEL 17.2 d6

ir
"U0

W

-o

00

" 20
' ->,,..j,-'19.6 dB DOWN -- r

40

600 300 0 300 600

Figure 15. (Continued).

Collectively, these data support the following general conclusions-

1. A lens feed-horn system can be built with fairly uniform gains, beamwidths, and
sidelobe response over the 8.5 to 10 GHz-frequency range (over a given 1200
sector of the lens).

2. The best local position should be ascertained, through experimentation, as that
which optimizes the gain, beamwidth, and sidelobe response for the intended
use. The approach followed by Armstrong in selecting the bet, focal point was
to balance the sidelobe response on each side of the main beam without greatly
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A. 3-GHz AZIMUTH PATTERN B. 8.5-GHz AZIMUTH PATTERN

0 - TOTAL GAIN: TOTAL GAIN: 21.4dB

224dB 2Z 30 BW I. -30 BW

STANDARD GAIN
HORN 15 dB -- STANDARD

S10- GAIN HORN
S-B W14.8 dB

- 12.8 dBD - I12.4 dB DOWN

20 °  feed0 300 600 600 300 0 °  300 600

practice.. However, a number of good beam patterns in the sample data above

show a slight imbalance in the first sidelobes.

3. Since the E-plane sectoral feed is highly pieferential in reception of polarized
signals, it makes the lens especially sensitive to the polarization of the source.
Later experiments with the 18-inch lens verify this. A spiral feed horn with a
small axial ratio was also tested with the 18-inch lens, with good results, against
several different linear polarizations.

Composite Patterns for the 18-Inch Lens

After verifying the general suitability of the lens' parameters, the generation of a

multibeani pattern, which would indicate the ,,pphicability of the lens to a multibeam

array, was considered.
Atte-npts were first made using seven sectoral feeds canted at 450 on 120 centers

around the lens (figs. 17.18). These patterns indicated higher gain for horizontal polariza-

tion at the selected focal point, some imbalance in gain among the beams, and a general

widening of the beams. (All feeds were set at the same focal point ) it was hoped that
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canting the feed at 450 would equalize the total gain to vertical and horizontal polariza-
tion, but this was not the case., Hence, it appears that the focal point of each feed must
be selected independently when gain is imbalanced.

Patterns in figures 19 and 20 give some idea of frequency and azimuth response of

individual feeds over a wide azimuth coverage with the other six feeds in place. Main-
beam shape is good and is similar to the comparative patterns of the 44- and 18-inch
lenses which used a single feed optimized for vertical polarization. Had these, or the
compo~Ae patterns, shown evidence of serious disturbance of any main beam or excessive
side or backlobing, beam interaction would have been blamed and the causes investigated.,
As it was, all other beams were more or less uniform with the examples shown for horn 1.
The wide azimuth patterns, however, showed an increase in sidelobe levels around 1200.
This increase was correlated with direct illumination of (he feed by the source, indicating
a need for shielding the feed horns, at the sides and rear. from direct radiation. (Shielding
is discussed in Appendix A.)
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Figure 19 Azimuth patterns at 10 GHz for 18. ich kcns with horn 1 canted 450.
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Figure 20. Azimuth patterns at 8 (;Hz for 18-inch lens mi/orn I canted 450
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Polarization Response of the 18-Inch Lens

The combined response of the lens and feed to various polarizations at 9 GHz is

shown ;n figure 21.. Part C shows that the lens-sectoral-feed combination is not equally

receptive to all polarizations. When the feed is canted at 450 from vertical, the response
of the lens and feed is almost equal, as expected, for either horizontally- or vertically-

polarized sources. However, the response to sources polarized 450 left and right of
vertical for the canted-feed position did not conform to the expected pattern. It was

believed that the lens' response to the 450 polarization of the source, matching the cdnted
feed's position, would be much stronger than its response to the opposite t €° polarization.

This would cause the feed and source to be cross polarized. However, this did not occur,

and the 450 cross-polarizing signal was transmitted only 8 dB lower than the "matching"

450 signal.

While running the patterns, care was exercised to keep the transmitted power
constant. Alignment of the source for the various linear polarizations was crude but close

enough so the disparity between the expected and obtained results cannot, in its entihety,
be attributed to poor alignment.

Similar polarization measurements using a spiral feed were later run (fig. 22). Like
the sectoral feed, the gain response for the spiral is nearly equal 'or horizontal and vertical

polarizations. Also, the beamwidth is greater for horizontally-polarized signals. However,
with the sectoial feed, the response to 450 polarization of the source is only slightly less
than for vertical and horizontal. Thus the azimuth patterns of the spiral feed indicate a

more uniform response to polarized signals than the sectoral fee, On this basis alone,
the spiral feed should prove to be the more useful feed to use in implementing a lens-antenna
system.
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Figure 21 Azimuth patterns at 9 GHz for 18-inch lens with seven horns, 90 separation.
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Typical Azimuth Patterns sf tie Custait-K Lens
The constant-K lens was tested on the outside test range using both the E-plane

sectoral feed, canted at 450, and the spiral feed. Typical response patterns are shown in
figure 23. These patterns can be compared with those of the 18-inch Luneberg lens. For
each lens, the gain at 10 GHz is around 18 dB, and the siaelobes are about 20 dB down;

however, the constant-K lens has a wider beamwidth (r) than the 18-inch Luneberg lens
(50).

These patterns were run with the feed horns approximately 8.4 inches from the
lens. This is about two times farther from the iurface of the lens than predicted by the
thick lens formula and about 4.24 times farther out than predicted by the empirical
formula of Luoma and Cheston.3 This extra circumference at the extended focus per-
mitted close spacing of the feeds and, as a result, composite patterns with a very low
null depth between adjacent beams. This was verified by using two feeds separated by
50 (fig. 24). The null depth, about 2 dB down, was better than that obtained with the
Luneberg. With both channels balanced for gain, :t appears null depths approaching 1.5
dB can be expected. This would be a significant step toward achieving uniform response
with azimuth. In other respects (gain, sidelobes), the constant-K lerhs compared favorably

to the composite patterrs of the 18-inch lens.
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Figure 23. Constant-K lens with source vertically poiarized
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Figure 24. Constant-K lens of 9-GMz azimuth pattern with source vertically polorized,
two sectoral feeds, shielded

It also became apparent tht the extended focus made the feed vulnerable to direct

radiation from the source over a very wide azimuth. (This was experienced with the

18-inch Luneberg as the source moved more than 1 200 off boresight with the feed and

lens.) The microwave absorber was used in another test to shield the lens. This time,

however, the conducting plates were configured to facilitate adequate placement of the

absorber (fig. 25). Despite the absorber, the sidelobes were still high, indicating, that

special attention must be given to the design of a shield for any serious implementation of

t'." constant-K lens.
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PROPOSED ECM APPLICATION

General Scheme and Objectives

Tests with the Luneberg lens showed that it possesses certain characteristics that

can be useful in building a multibeam-antenna array, The test system (Appendix B),
while demonstrating these characteristics also introduced some of the problems inherent

in implenienting such an array in a receiving system. This experience provided the basis
for extrapolation to a more practical lens DF receiver and stimulated interest in

effective ways of using a lens system for ECM.
Since a lens system has the potential for pulse-by-pulse determination of bearing,

it is proposed that it be combined with the IFM receiver, which can determine frequency
pulse-by-pulse 5 This combination would permit implementation of an instantaneous

broadband frequency-bearing display of emitter activity, which would be more valuable
to ECM than either a display of frequency or bearing alone. Also, this approach would
provide better frequency resolution and a more compact design for channelizing the
frequency band than is possible by combining the lens with contiguous filters.

The proposed combination is illustrated using a single lens in figure 26. However, in

a system providing 3600 coverage, three lenses wuld be required, and the IFM antenna
would be installed central to the lenses so a pulse incident upon the lens would also be

incident upon the IFM antenna. The system would digitally process each pulse and
generate a digital or analog voltage proportional to bearing. Simultaneously, the IFM
receiver would process its signal data on a pulse-by-pulse basis, and generate either a

digital or analog voltage proportional to frequency. These two outputs would then be
used to drive a display, showing frequency and bearing.

Whether digital or analog outputs are available, the possibilities for combining the
outputs in the display are numerous. The only problem would be equating the relative

processing times in the IFM and Luneberg receivers to a common denominator so data
pulses could be outputted properly, in the right time frame, to the display.

In addition to providing frequency data to the display, the omnichannel would set
a threshold level for comparison with all the directional channels of the lens. Only
those directional channels exceeding the omnilevel would be outputted to the Bearing
Center Detection Logic (BCDL). The BCDL would select the center or boresight bearing of

the directional channels as the bearing to the source.
Thtt technique, like the test system, would operate on a pulse-by-pulse basis.

However, it would be simpler and potentially more reliable, requiring fewer thresholds. By

means of the variable omnithreshold, the number of directional channels fed to the BCDL
would be restricted to a small number, usually three. Since many channels may be

energized simultaneously by a single pulse, use of the omnichannel would reduce the logic
required in the BCDL which processes the data from the directional channels in parallel.

The accuracy of the proposed system using the sidelobe rejection technique would be
similar to that of the test system - plus or minus 4.50 or half the distance between adjacent
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beam centers. If greater accuracy is desired, secondary comparison of samples from the
energized channels, those exceeding the omnichannel can be performed to interpolate
among the beams. Suitable "weighting factors" and interpolation among beams should
permit accuracies to 1- 20 without greatly changing the hardware of the previous figure

or greatly increasing data-processing time..
There would be a need for overall coatrol of the sample-and-hold-and-compare

sequence. This would be handled by the BCDL upon being triggered (alerted) by the

breaking of thresholds in either the omnichannel or the directional channels. After the

alert, the BCDL would generate sample-and-hold-and-compare, and read triggers in the

proper time sequence,

The lens-IFM combination would provide instantaneous coverage over a whole

frequency band, i.e., 7-11 GHz, without tuning by the operator. In addition, it would
be simple to calibrate and test. To calibrate the lens system, a small probe, fed by a test

oscillator, could be inserted into the center of each lens without greatly changing the
operation with respect to incident rf waves. The probe would then radiate the test

signal into the feed horns around the lens. The same test signal could be also inserted into

the input wave guide of the IFM. Calibration and test procedures for the IFM are in
NELC Report 1462.5

Components of the Proposed System

IFM RECEIVER

The IFM receiver provides the operator with a picture of the entire frequency band
being monitored (7-11 GHz), based on an established IFM technique. IFM receivers,

already used by the British, have been made in this country by the Syracuse Research
Corporation and the Stanford Electronic Laboratories.

The phase difference between signals at the ends of two unequal lengths of
transmission line is proportional to frequency. When the sine and cosine outputs of

the discriminator are applied to the plates of a CRT, the signal is displayed as a radial line
whose angular displacement is proportional to frequency. At X-band the tangential

sensitivity of a typical unit should approach -70 dBm. (fig. 27).

LENS DIRECTION FINDER (LDF) 6

Functionally, this unit has been partially defined and the major system aspects
shown as in figure 25. However, since it requires fewer multiple thresholds (about two

per channel) to cover the complete dynamic range of a crystal detector, it differs from

the test system which required at least five thresholds in each channel following a crystal
detector. In the test system, individual threshold ranges were small, covering only the
decibel range between the crossover nulls and the highest sidelobes from remote beams

to prevent interference of sidelobes. (See section on Composite Patterns.)
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Figure 27. Pnciple ofIFM receiver.

Using the omnichannel in the LDF suppresses sidelobe interference (the omni-

threshold level is set higher than the sidelobes) and allows the BCDL to determine bearing

based upon main-beam responses only, Thus, individual threshold ranges (only two will
be necessary) in each channel can be much wider, and interference from sidelobe or back-
lobe signals can be suppressed. The thresholds of the directional channels would be

required to indicate signals exceeding the minimum discernible signal (MDS), and to

pinpoint channels with high level outputs when strong signals are being receied.

The omnithreshold woul. rther narrow the choice of beams before bearing is determined

by BCDL: for exairtple, if eight beams we, e energized by a signal above MDS and four channels

exceeded the second threshold; then these four only would be compared to the omnichannel.
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Only those channels exceeding the omnithreshold would be outputted to the BCDL for

bearing-center determination. Using the omnithreshold means that either a full DF system

with three lenses or a sector-DF-surveiflance system (azimuth less than 1200) with a single

lens would be possible.

In some cases a sector DF would be desirable. It would lessen hardware require-
ments and negate the problems of positioning three lenses aboard ship and configuring

beams and logic for proper crossover between lenses. The sector DF would still output

to a bearing-frequency display similar to a 3600 system, but it would be easier to monitor
with its narrower azimuth coverage. Also, its smaller number of channels would permit

rapid processing of signals. It would thus be suitable for providing limited surveillance

and acquistion data, for hand over to fire control or jamming systems. In addition

the sector DF could conveniently cover several frequency bands simultaneously:' several
lenses and feeds could be stacked vertically and matched to the frequency bands of

interest. In the sector DF, the antenna for the companion omnichannel would be

installed on top of the lenses (fig. 28).
Assuming that only two thresholds are used to cover 46 dB (or 60 dB with the

latest crystals), the first threshold would be set slightly above MDS to reduce false

alarms, and the start of the second threshold would be about 20 dB above the first. A
signal exceeding either would have its "actual" level stored by the sample-and-hold for
comparison with the omnthreshold. Since the omnithresnold would be above sidelobe
levels, comparison would ensure DF selection based only upon main beams. Consequently,

DF accuracy would always be near the maximum attainable.

The video amplifier in each channel would have to permit compression of signals
from the detector. Its output, while covering the total dynamic range of the detector,
would generate voltage levels compatible with practical sample-and-holds and comparators.
However, this would pose no real problem. Nevertheless, the whole design package for the

LDF, from solid-state limiters to comparators, is a task calling for a high degree of care in

selecting and matching. As a result, consideration should be given to large-scale integra-

tion of integrated-circuit technology.

I FM OMNI-

ANTENNA - LOG SPIRAL-- -IN.

RF CABLE TO IFM 
-

MOUNTING BRACKET-. TO TEST OSCILLATOR

LENS CALIBRATION PROBE LUNEBERG FEED HORN

LUNEBERG LENS RF CABLING TO LIMITER,
IDETECTOR, ETC.

MOUNTING POST

Figure 28. Antenna configuration of sector DF
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DISPLAY

Figure 29 shows a proposed CRT polar display of both bearing and frequency.

The bearing storbe (Bl) is generated by deflection voltages from the Luneberg system

and is measured clockwise from north, about the actual center of the CRT., The outer

end of the bearing strobe (Bl), when stored momentarily becomes the offset-center

of the CRT. The frequency strobe (F,) is generated by deflection voltages from the IFM.

It is measured clockwise from north, about the offset-cente, establish~ed by storing B tI.
All incremental bearing strobes between 00 and 3W0 are of constant radii regawd-

less of signal strength and have their origins at the actual center of t ,e CIRT. Their

outer-end points sweep out the inner circle which determines the loci of center-offset

and bearing for the IFM-frequency strobes. In contrast, the IFM strobes are allowed to

vary with signal strength and have their origiq, on the circle of center-offset, at the outer

end of the coincident bearing pulses from the Luneberg lens.

A suitable bearing graticule and compass-rose can be added to this display to

facilitate the reading of bearing and frequency, respectively. A single compass-rose

would be required; it should be engineered to permit rotation of its center (anywhere on

the center-offset circle) to the origin of frequency strobes of interest (fig. 29). An

alternate approach would be a simple Cartesian plot with frequency on one axis and

bearing on the other. A dot on the Cartesian plane would indicate a frequency "I-.d

bearing. A polar plot, in which bearing would be indicated normally as radials and

frequency would be marked off in concentric radial bands about the centet, could

also be considered an approach.
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Figure 29. Proposed frequency-bearing display combining outputs from the Luneberg
and IFM receivers
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Seqsitivity
Mhe threshold sersativty of zhe ciystai-video channels in the test system was found

to be zbout -40 d~m when thresholds were set ta give a moderately low false-alarm
rate. This, in conjunction with a lens antenna having a gain oDf 18 dBm (-1dB), sets the
mn niuuf. received powvr at the antenna at -58 dBm (t I dB). This figure is optimistic
and shoitld be degraded by several decibels to reflect rf-cable ramm and the lower false
alarm rate (higher threshold setting) required in a practical system.

If greatcr sys :m senstivity is desired, the wideband crw stal-video channe6 can be
replaced by- superheterodyne channels but not without an increase in cost per channel-

Otte method for Lasplenrting the st-perhetcrodyne channels to give instantaneous
rf coverage is I-- utilize a separate homodyne local-oscillator channel. This involves
receiving the rf signal on a Separate 2nte.ana and mixing it wittL an internal signal equal
to the i-f, The resulting output would be filtered to obtain onty the upper or lower
sideband frequency, which would be usea as the local-oscillater frequency for the super-
heterodyne channekL A multichannel sepresenvition is shown in figure 30.

A secona appioach involves the use of wideb'-nd i-f wmplz-fiers and two banks of
sc' id-state comb-o--cal oscillators, time shared to the mixer. to permit surveillance of the
tetal 7-l1 -G Hz-bap" for the shortcft expected pulsewidths. The ,mb oscillators would
be choseni 3o that signal components Of a single comb would not interact to produce
spurious signd'. at i-f, It is possible to ise two or more i-fs per channel, simplifying

Wetion of i-f amplifiers and comb frequencies for instantaneous coverage of the total
b'and.

Using either of the latter two techni;ques, it is expected that a sen.Nitivity in the
lo60's could be obtained. Any discrepancy between lens direction ider (LDF) and

the IFM could be balanced by thiesholds or attenuators. However, for a given intercept,
the two receivers have to be ginin matched so the ovcrall gain in the directional channels
of the lens is greater than the Overall gain of the oinnichannel. In practice the
omnnichannel's gain would be set just above the sidelobe gain of the directiona; zlaannels.
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Ft
CONCLUSIONS

I . Technology exists for manufacturing low-loss, high-gain Luneberg and constant-K
lenses for antenna applications over the 7-11 GHz frequency range,

2. With the proper selection of feed horns, the Luneberg or constant-K lens can provide
high gain, narrow beamwidths, low sidelobes, and the acceptance of multiple polarization.

3. The multiple-beam patterns of the 18-inch Luneberg lens indicate that it may be
implemented as a multibeam direction finder when combined with appropriate receiving
and display techniques

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Use a properly shielded Luneberg lens to generate response patterns of beams which
lie at the periphery of the 1200 azimuth coverage of a single lens.

2. Generate multibeam patterns for the constant-K lens. (Space feed horns between
50-90 apart.)

3. Implement and evaluate a lens direction finder using a single Luneberg lens with
E-plane sectoral feeds and an omniantenna for sidelobe suppression.
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APPENDIX A: SPECIAL AZIMUTH PATTERNS FOR CONTROLLED TESTS-
U 18-INCH LENS

Microwave Absorber as a Shield
REDUCTION OF SIDELOBES AND BACKLOBES OF AZIMUTH PATTERNS

Tests were conducted with the 18-inch lens in an anechoic chamber to reduce
sidelobes and backlobes of azimuth patterns. The use of the chamber permitted
interference-free measurements and gave the operators freedom to make polarization
adjustments to the source and feeds, thus allowing a number of additional patterns
to be run at 9 GHz.

Figure Al shows the vertical response pattern of the lens and feed 4 when the
rear and sides were both shielded and unshielded from direct illumination by microwave-
absorbing material. Figure A2 shows the lens with the microwave absorber in place

(Figure A3 presents a similar comparison for horn 7.) Obviously, the shield of absorbing
material aided in lowering sidelobes by reducing direct illumination of the feeds. This
appears to be an advantage in regard to system implementation since the gain differ-
ential (dynamic range) between sidelobes and main beams is increased. (Future research
efforts should include running similar patterns with a source many times stronger to

obtain a fine-grain look at the resulting sidelobes.)

The absorber type-AN74, used in making the shield, is manufactured by Emerson
and Cumin&g Inc., of Canton, Massachusetts. It is usable for frequencies above 3.5 GHz
and provides about 20 dB attentuation. Snug-fitting holes were cut in the absorber to

pass over the feeds, and the ends were curled snugly against the lens. Care was exercised

in placing the absorber between the feeds so the sides of the feeds' dielectric loading
were not covered.

REDUCTION OF THE PROJECTED PLANE APERTURE OF THE LENS

The shield, composed of the microwave absorber, proved to be valuable as a means
of reducing sidelobes and backlobes. It also stimulated interest in the use of absorbing

material to limit the forward aperture of the lens, i.e., reduction ot the projected plane

aperture from 18 inches (diameter of the lens material) to a smaller size. The results of
tests for feed with the other six feed horns and the shield of the microwave absorber

in place, are siown in figure A4. The results show that aperture reduction causes a decrease
in gain, It also appears to cause some change in beamshape which, together with gain

reduction, is normally expected for a reduced aperture. In figure A4 (A and B) it is evident
that the additional absorber aided in reducing sidelobes which were only partially
suppressed by the shield. Similar results were obtained for horn 3 (fig. A5).
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Figure A 1. Azimuth patterns ot 9 GHz for horn 4 with source vertically polarued
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FigureA2. Luneberg-lens mountuing for horns showing shield of microwaye absorber.
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Figure A3 Azimuth patterns at09 GHz for horn 7 with source vertically polarized,

seven horns, and 12 separation.
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Effects of Leaded Venu Uneaded Feeds
Figure A6 shows the response pattern to horizontal polarization with and without

teflon loading (the lens aperture is not reduced by the absorber). The loaded feed showed
higher Vin and a reduced sidelobe response. This was expected since the loaded feed,
being more directive, rejects more off-center energy from the lens than does the unloaded
feed. From this it appears that restricting energy acceptance (or illumination) mainly to
a narrow amplitude taper about the center of the lens is a way to reduce sidelobes. These
data also seem to validate the idea that horn dimensions could be made smaller (for closer
spacing) without jeopardizing apparent aperture if a material of higher K, but similar
loss characteristics, is used for loading. This would be essential for Luneberg system
applications where beams must be spaced close together to reduce null depth between
adjacent beams. The higher K-loading would keep the apparent aperture constant, although
the feeds would be made smaller to permit closer spacing. (Figure A7 is included for
comparison.)
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Figure A6. Azimuth patterns at 9 Gliz with 18-inch lens for horn 4, sieded with
horiontal pokyiation, 9 separation, and normal aperture

Effects of Vaybg the Focal Position of Foods

The azimuth patterns in figure A74 were run at a different focus for the feeds than
wcre those for figures A5 and A6. The former were at a longer focus, approximately

6/16-inch longer. Figures A4(A) andA6 (B) with horn 4 unloaded at different foci, show

a change in beamshape between the two. There is also a gain differential, with the feed
at the longer focus (Fig. A6(B) exhibiting the lower gain. Figure A8 shows the same feed
at an even closer focus, approximately 6/16-inch closer than for figure A6,(A). Again, a
change in beamshape is noticeable. In addition, the sidelobe re3ponses are further

removed from the main beam. This latter point may be a significant finding, but it is
difficult to draw conclusions on such limited data. Again similar data on the 44-inch

lens (fig. A9) are included for compL.ison.
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Azimuth Response with Feeds at Different
Circumferential Spacing

Figure A 10 shows patterns for horn 4 with all seven feeds in place. These patterns
are similar in main-beam shape and do not exhibit any unusually great sidelobe differences
which may be correlated tc, the difference in horn separation. Figure All is a composite

pattern of all feeds at buth 90 and 1 20 separation,
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IFiguzre, .10 A zonuth patterns at 9~ (di withI 18-inc/i !emi

for horn 4, shielded and loaded withi horizontal pod4Irtzatl')n
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Figure AJ1. (Continued)
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A. HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION, B. VERTICAL POLARIZATION,
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Figure A 11. Azimuth patter. 2t 9 GHz for 18-inch lens for seven feeds, shielded and loaded.
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APPENDIX B: IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE OF A
DF-LENS TEST SYSTEM

Test System Techniques and Objectives

Optimization of the Luneberg and constant-K lenses, involving determination of the
capability of each lens to generate high-gain narrowbeams that are close in azimuth,
fairly uniform in frequency, and responsive to all polarizations, occupied a major portion
of this task. As attention was given to DF-system concepts, it became evident that the
lens' beam patterns placed constraints upon the system design and the particular DF
technique., Hence, a test system was planned to check these constraints and prove certain
system concepts. The major objectives of the test system were as follows'

1., Provide bearing to sources on a pulse-by-pulse basis.

2. Demonstrate a multiple-thresholding technique for extending the dynamic
range of each crystal-video channel.

3. Develop logic circuitry to sample all channels energized simultaneously
by a single pulse and to indicate bearing by selecting the center sample.

4. Extrapolate the DF performance of a full system using the lens, multiple

thresholding, and the pulse-by-pulse BCDL.

The first objective was realized by simultaneously sensing the threshold levels of
all channels excited by an rf pulse and by using logic comparators to dctermrine the
center channel (or boresight bearing of the source). The logic output denoting the center
channel was charb,,d to an analog signal for a Cartesian plot of bearing on a CRT,
Figure B I is a block diagram of the overall technique, showing one channel only. Since
this method permits parallel processing of data from all the excited channels, a near

real-time display is possible.

The second objective was accomplished, in part, by utilizing two threshold levels
at the otuput of each crystal-video channel. Figure B2 shows that any rf signal X dB
stronger than the MDS for a given channel would lie between thresholds 1 and 2. A
signal 20 + X dB stronger would lie above threshold 2 or between thresholds 2 and 3 (if a
third threshold were implemented), etc. For a threshold signal impinging directly on one
main beam, but looking into the sidelobes of the two adjacent beams (first threshold is
broken in all three channels), the BCDL senses the first-threshold output of the three
channels simultaneously and selects the bearing of the center beam as boresight to the
rf source. if a signal is strong enough to break the second-threshold level in the center
channel and only the first-level threshold in the two adjacent channels, the BCDL senses
only the second-level threshold of the center channel (fiist-level threshold outputs are
inhibited), and selects the bearing of the center beam as boresight to the rf source, As the
signal becomes progressively stronger without exceeding the dynamic range of the lens
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Figure B). Block diagram for four-channel test system.
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SIGNAL BEGINNING OF THRESHOLD B

AMPLITUDE dB
20dB

BEGINNING OF THRESHOLD A /

X dB
0 MDS I 

FigWe B2. Relative threshold levels for test system (X set to reduce false firings due to noise).

system, it will cause higher threshold responses in those channels nearer boresight so a
positive determination of bearing center can be made by the BCDL.

The advantage in this thresholding technique is that sidelobe responses in remote
beams are never as high as the main-beam responses at boresight. Hence, sidelobes are
ignored by the B( DL, and the antenna system essentially has no sidelobes. Figure B3
shows that a signal 20 + X dB above MDS and centered on beam 2 would produce a
threshold 2 response in beam 2, and a threshold 1 response in beams 1, 3, and 4. However,
the BCDL would ignore the responses in channels 1, 3, and 4, and determine bearing on the
basis of the main-beam (higher threshold) response in channel 2. (Note that the response
in beam 4 is due to a sidelobe.)

Thresholds for a particular channel output can only be extended to the dynamic

range of the crystal. This amounted to about 40 dB in the test system, although newer
crystals with up to a 60-dB dynamic range are now being considered. To obtain additional
dynamic range for a channel, it is necessary to place an rf divider before the crystal
(after the feed horn) so an auxiliary crystal and threshold detector may be added in
in parallel., Obviously, some type of crystal protection will be necessary for the crystal
which covers the lowest group of thresholds. This can be done with a solid-state

limiter and feedback from the higher thresholds to desensitize, or switch out, the lower
thresholds during strong signals.

The DF accuracy using the test system can be, at best, ± 4.50 or half the distance
between adjacent beam centers. To accomplish this, the BCDL and display were configured
to give a between-beam indication for any intercept exciting two (or any even number of
adjacent feed horns) adjacent channels to the same threshold level. When three feeds

(or any uneven number of feeds) are excited to the same high threshold, the BCDL and
display select and indicae the center feed as boresight to the source.
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Figure B3 Beam responses showing main beam and remote sidelobe at same azimuth.

Components of the Test System
A test system using the previously described design plan was built to provide reception

and bearing determination over an azimuth sector of 27', It consisted of four crystal.video

channels, each feeding a two-level threshold detector permitting a total dynamic range of
40 dB tangential sensitivity. The crystal-video channels were fed by F-plane sectoral horns,

canted at 450 and spaced 90 apart around the lens. A CRT was used to display bearing. It
was marked along the X-axis to indicate between-beam and main-beam azimuths for the
four horns. Actual signal bearings were indicated by a Y-deflection (toward the top of the

scope) or dot at the selected azimuth position.

Analyzing Test System Deficiencies

A careful study of the test system reveals certain deficiencies. These can be
summarized as follows:

1. Strong signals arriving through the backlobes of feed horns can cause threshold
responses in crystal-video channels. (This results in the erroneous display of the reciprocals

of the actual bearings for these signals.)

2. Because of the limited dynamic range (40 dB) of the test system, strong sources
are able to cause second-le,,el responses in all four channels in spite of being boresighted oil
the main beam of a single feed horn.

Both of these deficiencies are related to the limited dynamic range etween main beam
and sidelobes (or backlobes) of the multiple beami patterns.
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Although it would be expensive for a test system, the second deficiency can be
corrected by extending the system's dynamic range through multiple thresholding, as

previously suggested. The first deficiency is more inherent to the design and can only be

eliminated by building a system covenng 3600 azimuth. This would ensure that a signal

from any azimuth would always look into a mainlobe as well as a backlobe. As a result,

threshold differences would cause the mainlobe response to predominate (break a higher

level threshold) and indicate a true bearing to tie source.
Figure B4(A) shows the multibeam response (vertical) of the four-channel system*

using the Luneberg lens and E-plane sectoral feed horns. At crossover between beams

6 and 7, the null depth (from top of main beam) is 7.75 dB. This is approximately 8 dB

above the (highest) first sidelobe, which falls at the same azimuth as main beam for beam

7, Sidelobes which fall at the same azimuth as the selected crossover point are considerably

farther down. If boresight is taken on beam 7, then the highest (worst case) sidelobe

level is down only 15.75 dB from the main beam. This difference is greater than the

7.75 dB between the highest sidelobe level and the crossover null. The smaller value

(highest sidelobe to crossover null) is of interest It determines the maximum permissible

decibel separation between the first- and second-threshold levels of the test system. This

is true because , as signal strength is increased, a signal boresighted at crossover between

adjacent beams 6 and 7 to generate a second-level response in the adjacent beams before

a fiist-level response is generated in the sidelobes of a remote beam.

The horiontal patterns, shown in tgure B4(B), are better than the vertical

patterns. The highest sidelobes are down 19.25 dB from the peak of beam 7. Tile null
depth between beams 6 and 7 is about 6.25 dB. The separation between this null depth

and the htighest sidelobe is 13 dB., Hence, the maximum permissible decibel separation

between the first and second threshold levels would be 13 dB (only 8 dB for the vertical

patterns).

The constant-K lens with /,'-plane sectoral horns appears better in this regard than

the Luneberg lens. Its beams are broader and apparently cross over nearer the peaks thait
do those of the Luneberg, while the sidelobe level remains low. This results in a greater

separation between null depth and first sidelobes, thereby permitting a greater spread be-
tween the individual threshold levels. The remote focus of the constant-K lens is a factor

too. It permits the feed horns to be placed closer than 9° to obtain crossover between

adjacent beams near the peaks.
An optimum multibeani pattern would be one in which the iull depth at crossover

between adjacent beams is minimum (near peaks of main beams), and all sidelobes kvels

are minimum. Consequently, the decibel separation between the null depth and the fitst
sidelobe levels would be maxinued. The advantage would be that for a desired receiver-
dynamic iange, fewer thresholds per channel would be icquired

* Oti beats 4. t). and 7 werc ustd !or te ]lmr-c-lannel tes systepl rhe', wert, ittnrbed con-
s.ctti'ce'h, I tmiOgh 4. wh''r bean 4 cwrcspondcd to channel I
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Testing the Systmn
It was advantageous, in terms of cost, to build only the limited two-threshold-level

test system described in the preceding section. To obtain useful results, controlled tests
were run in an anechoic chamber., This permitted controlled illumination of the frontlobes
of the feed horns through the lens, which avoided backlobe patterns. In addition, the

power level of the source could be easily adjusted to aay acceptable level within the
system's dynamic range, thereby avoiding threshold problems between main beams and
sidelobes of remote beams.

An optimum power setting was found to be one which excited first-level threshold
responses in adjacent beams at crossover without also exciting a simultaneous first-level
response in a remote beam. This was particularly important during the tests, since the
actual thresholds had been set 20 dB apart instead of only 8 dB as dictated by the beam
patterns. Had the power been set higher and the signal boresighted at crossover between
beams 6 and 7, a remote beam (e.g., channel 4) would register a first-level response before
a second-level response would be excited in beams 6 and 7, This would confuse the BCDL,
and the bearing display would be erroneous.

The anechoic chamber was approximately 20-feet long. It contained a rotatable
mount which permitted boresighting the fixed source at any bearing in the usable sector of
the antenna. This enabled checking the DF performance as follows:

1. The center bearing of each feed horn was marked in the X-direction on the face
of the CRT along with the beam-crossover bearings.

2. Source was sequentially boresighted on each feed horn, and the display was
observed to see if a dot appeared on the CRT at the proper positions.

3. The antenna was rotated slowly, but continuously, so the source could

illuminate the entire sector, thereby simulating a moving source.

The CRT display was observed to track properly giving center-beam and crossover point
bearings. Typical multiple exposure photographs of these results are shown in figure BS,
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Figure B5. Typical bearing displays showing multiple exposure

of interc epts at various azimuth positions.
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